Research in automatic Part of Speech (POS) 
Introduction
Automatic POS tagging has been a popular target for machine learning strategies in natural language processing. Stochastic Markov-model (MM) POS taggers [9, 12] have dominated research interest. MM taggers learn probability distribution tables for word and tag relationships from large manually annotated corpora. Stochastic taggers are not portable across domains [16] , and therefore need to be trained on annotated corpora from the target domain. Hidden Markov-model (HMM) taggers [11, 13] although less accurate than MM taggers have the advantage that they can be trained on new domains without the need for annotated corpora.
Brill [1, 3] presents a transformation-based POS tagger which achieves results comparable with the best MM taggers. The tagger learns a simple, lucid set of transformations rather than a large table of statistical coefficients, making manual performance tuning easier. The transformation paradigm has been applied to other linguistic problems including prepositional phrase attachment [7] , syntactic parsing [2] and document formatting [10] . The transformationbased learning algorithm is discussed in depth in [5, 14] . A transformation sequence can be converted into a finite-state transducer that performs tagging in linear time with the sentence length and independent of the number of transformations learned [15] .
This work presents a formal model of ambiguity, tagging and transformations using labelled-set membership. The formal model clarifies transformation semantics and permits analysis of the descriptive weaknesses and strengths of transformations. We consider the application of transformations to a single sentence and then present the TBL algorithm which uses a error-driven hill-climb strategy. After describing the TBL tagger in terms of the model, we focus on possible modifications which may result in increased tagging accuracy.
Empirical analysis of the learning algorithm indicates that pruning of the transformation search space is possible without greatly influencing tagging accuracy. Evolutionary strategies are suggested which vary the transformations that are available at different times in the learning algorithm.
Transformation Model
This section presents the formal tagging and transformation model. The separation of word forms (words) and word meanings (word instances) is important. Multiple distinct instances of a word are necessary to capture the ambiguity resulting from identical words that do not have identical syntactic or semantic attributes. Understanding a sentence involves, in part, determining the word instance each word in the sentence represents. Some ambiguity can only be resolved outside the scope of the sentence such as by using the communicators' common knowledge or information contained in other sentences or paragraphs. The tag sentence/word sentence labelled-set relationships are then generalised to tag sentence/transformation relationships that define the action of transformations.
Words and Sentences
A word w is an atomic symbol. A vocabulary V w is the exhaustive finite set of words used in a system 1 
There exists an implicit start word, w 0 = . 6 2 V w , and end word, w n+1 = 6 2 V w , of the sentence. These differentiate sentence boundaries from the partial sentences boundaries derived from that sentence. There exists a null word " 6 2 V w . Null words pad the sentence before . and after .
Thus w i 0 = " and w i n+1 = ".
Word Instances, Semantics and Ambiguity
A word instance w is a word with associated syntactic and semantic attributes that are determined by relationships with and between surrounding words (and therefore word instances) in a sentence. Word instances only exist in the context of sentences, whereas words are the concrete objects that systems can represent internally and manipulate directly.
Word instances formalise meaning and semantics. A word instance is the meaning that a word represents in a particular linguistic context. Word instances can be partitioned into disjoint sets according to their attributes because their associated semantic and syntactic information makes them unique.
A word w represents a word instance w in a sentence W, w 7 ! w, if the relationships between the words (and therefore word instances) in W determine the semantic and syntactic attribute values that define w.
Properties, Attributes and Descriptions
A property or attribute value is a disjoint set of objects which display the same property or attribute value. An object with a particular property value is a member of the disjoint set of objects which display the property value. Objects that display a particular property are partitioned into one of these disjoint sets. If there is an object that appears to violate the disjoint sets constraint, the sets available to partition the object may not be fine-grained enough or the object may be too general and appears to have a property that it does not have a unique value for. The property or attribute is itself defined by the set of disjoint sets into which objects that are described by that attribute can be partitioned into.
Example 1
An object that is coloured red is a member of the set of objects that are red. A stop-sign and blood sample are members of the red set. An apple is a member of the property set red but is also a member of the property set green. The disjoint set violation can be resolved by either defining a new property set red-or-green which takes the elements that red and green have in common or by making the apple object more specific such as red-apple or granny-smith-apple.
A property value describes, ", an object and the object matches, , a property value if the object is a member of the property value set. Matching and description are inverse relationships 2 . Description and matching can be applied to non-disjoint sets in a similar way. 
Describing Word Instances and Tags
The above sentence can be POS tagged using V P O S = fDT, IN, NN, VB; : : : g The resultant POS-tag sentence is 
The new tag sentence uses the new vocabulary to represent the information from both tag sentences:
The definition of simple and complex word descriptor tags as words themselves is powerful. It allows for even more abstract descriptions of the original sentences by defining tags describing the tags ad infinitum. Symmetrically, a word is a tag that represents its own symbolic value.
Terms and Contexts
A term is a generalisation of a tag. The term c labels a set of tags, T c , in the same way that tags label a set of word instances. A term c can be a tag, c = t 2 V t f "; .; g, in which case it labels T c = ftg. Otherwise the term is the special term c = 6 2 V t f "g in which case it labels T c = V t f "; .; g. A term c describes a tag t, c " t, if and only if t is a member of the set T c that c labels.
A context is a term sentence. A context C, jCj = n, describes a partial tag sentence T x;x+n,1 , denoted by C " T x;x+n,1 , if each term c i 2 C describes the corresponding t i 2 T x;x+n,1 . This is referred to as C describes T at position x, C " x T. c 1 ; : : : ; c n " x t 1 ; : : : ; t k c i " t x+i,1 (7) A term a subsumes another term b if a describes all of the tags that b describes, that is, if the set of tags that b labels is the subset of the set of tags that a labels. As a result a term subsumes itself. A context jCj = n can be used to represent all contexts jCj n since can be used to fill in the remaining terms. This is a consequence of " tag sentence padding and matching. 
Transformations
A transformation is the process by which tags in partial sentences are substituted in a particular context. A transformation is designed or learnt to substitute the correct tag for an incorrect tag in the sentences that it is applied to. It may inadvertently substitute an incorrect tag for a correct tag in other sentences. Learning transformations involves finding the transformations that tag the target sentences as accurately as possible.
A transformation P is a function from one context to another and is defined by the tuple P = C; C 0 . The initial and final contexts, C and C 0 , describe the partial tag sentence before and after the transformation is applied. The initial and final context are both of length n, jCj = jC 0 j = n. The tag sentence length jTj remains constant throughout the transformation. This implies ., and " tags cannot be substituted. They must occur in the same positions in the initial and final contexts.
A transformation is applied when a partial tag sentence matches the initial context. Application of a transformation involves term-by-term rewriting of the initial context with the final context where the final context term does not subsume the initial context term. The result of applying the first transformation is
The result of the applying the first i transformations is P i T = P i P 1 ; : : : ; P i,1 T A sequence of transformations cannot correctly tag all sentences longer than the longest transformation in the sequence without addition to the tag vocabulary.
Learning Algorithm
This section describes the learning algorithm and extends the formal model to include initial tag states, error functions and transformation templates. Learning a transformation involves finding an initial and final context that substitutes incorrect tags with correct tags. Consider transformations of length at most jCj. Tagging with a tag vocabulary of cardinality jV t j means that the number of permutations for each context is jV t j jCj . The number of permutations for each transformation is jV t j 2jCj . The jPj learnt transformations must be ordered to maximise the accuracy of the system. The total number of permutations in a transformational search space is jPj!jV t j 2jCjjPj .
Clearly a brute-force search is infeasible for any nontrivial system. The transformation space must be pruned and heuristic methods must be used to direct the search. The transformation space can be pruned to reduce jCj, jV t j or jPj. jPj can be reduced by initially tagging the sentences such that fewer transformations are required and using highcoverage transformations. Reducing jV t j results in a less expressive tag vocabulary and thus loss of information. jCj is limited by using transformation templates which constrain the transformation search space.
Heuristic methods include statistical evaluation of transformations with an optimisation algorithm, heuristic scoring of the individual transformations or heuristic ordering of the transformations after learning. These methods must be applied with care, since even insightful heuristics and limited pruning can cause intelligent solutions to be ignored, reducing the maximal tagging accuracy. This is the trade off between descriptive power and complexity.
Initial State
Before transformations can be applied to the tag sentences the tag sentences must be initialised. This initial tag state could be a uniform, default value to indicate that the word is yet to be assigned a valid descriptive tag. Alternatively, the initial state could be descriptively significant such as the most common tag for the described word as in [3] or the output of another tagging processor.
Using a descriptive initial tag state means that fewer transformations are required to achieve the same accuracy compared with using a non-descriptive initial tag state which results in a much faster tagging algorithm. Statistical analysis of errors produced by different taggers [8] has shown that a large proportion of tagging errors are unique to individual taggers. This indicates potential for the Brill [3] tagger to correct some of the characteristic errors of other tagging methods.
As much of the statistical tag information must be retained in the initial tagging state. For example, if the initial state is the most common tag for that word then any other tags for that word are effectively unknown to the training algorithm. Further, there may be cases where the initial tag state can create contexts that are difficult to match in the incorrect cases only. It is quite possible that the most accurate initial tag does not result in the most accurate overall performance. In particular the most common tags across all words may not be the most useful because they will occur in more contexts that should not be matched. Brill [6] uses sets of tags for the initial state and transformations that reduce the set to a single tag. Those that are not disambiguated at the end of the tagging process are randomly chosen from the set of available values.
Slots and Templates
Slots s and templates S generalise terms and contexts.
The slot s labels a set of terms, C s in the same way that a term labels a set of tags. S describes a tranformation P = C; C 0 in the usual manner. The consequence of reducing the search space is an equivalent loss of descriptive power. Care must be taken in choosing templates that provide enough descriptive power to cover as many cases as possible. If there are no templates with open or substitution slots at a particular distance apart, then no relationship between word instances at that distance can be described by learnt transformations in the system without addition to the tag vocabulary. This is the trade-off between descriptive power and number and design of templates.
Error Functions
The error function t; t 0 measures the descriptive similarity between an assigned tag t and the correct tag t 0 . 0 t; t 0 1 and t 0 ; t 0 = 1. t; t 0 in [3] is a simple test of tag equality. The error function can be a complicated measure of descriptive similarity of the current tag and correct tag. For instance, the tag NNP (proper-noun) labels the set of word instances W NNP that are semantically and syntactically similar to the set of word instances W NN labelled by NN (common-noun). This is not the case for the sets that tags NNP and VB label. This relationship can be expressed as NNP; NN NNP; VB. The tagging accuracy over a set of sentences is defined as the average of t; t 0 over every word instance in every sentence in the set.
Transformation Evaluation and Optimisation
Learning transformations is an optimisation problem where we are trying to minimize the tagging error of the tagger. Optimisation algorithms rely on evaluation of the transformation. To statistically evaluate whether a P i+1 transformation improves the accuracy of the set of sentences already transformed with P we have to apply the P i+1 . This costs at least the total length of all the sentences in the set. This is because a new transformation cannot just be applied to the erroneously tagged sentences because it may inadvertently alter correctly or uncorrectly tagged sentences. Statistical evaluation of a transformation is expensive.
The optimisation algorithm used in [3] is a greedy algorithm that adds the transformation to the sequence that improves the tagging accuracy the most. The evaluation function is the net accuracy improvement of each transformation. The optimisation quantity is the number of transformations required to reach complete accuracy rather than optimising the accuracy.
Minimising the number of transformations is not the same as maximising the target tagging accuracy unless the target is the entire training set. The optimiser should choose general and insightful transformations rather than necessarily those which produce the largest accuracy gains on the training set. Other desirable transformation properties such as generality are not expressed by statistical evaluation. Training set dependency can be attenuated by combining the evaluation function with heuristic measures of transformation usefulness.
Heuristic scoring lends these transformation features weight in the evaluation process. If the transformations can be given a heuristic score before they are evaluated completely then some of the transformations can be eliminated without complete evaluation. Tagging using an unsupervised probabilistic evaluation function followed by the supervised Brill [3] tagger has been shown to improve the accuracy of the supervised tagger [6] .
Learning with Template Evolution
Choosing the size, number and design of templates is a compromise between expressive power and training speed. Increasing expressive power will allow more unusual word instance dependencies to be modelled using transformations and thus increase tagging accuracy. If training speed is increased then more aggressive learning strategies can be applied or multiple paths can be explored simultaneously.
We must include simple transformations that match the current word and tag, and the neighbouring words and tags. They have been successful in the simplest stochastic language models [9] . However, simple transformations fail to describe dependencies with considerable extent or complexity. More complex transformations need to be considered to further increase the tagging accuracy.
A possible solution is evolving templates that change in size, shape and number as the learning algorithm continues. When learning begins there are only a few short, simple templates such as unigram and bigram templates available to learn transformations with. As the learning progresses, longer, more complex templates replace the simple templates. In this way, there are only a few templates at any point in time but the descriptive power is not greatly reduced.
Effects on Transformations
How will this evolution interact with the learning process? Evolution changes the templates that are available at a particular point in the training process and allows transformations that would be otherwise too unusual to be learned occasionally. If the most suitable template to correct a particular error is not available at some point in the learning process then either a less suitable template will be used to learn a transformation that corrects the error, or that error will not be corrected until the template becomes available.
Transformations interact by changing tags that other transformations later in the sequence try to match. An earlier transformation can affect a later transformation if the initial or final substitution terms describe the same set (or superset) of tags as any initial term in the later transformation. Analysis of transformation interaction [14] has shown that few transformations interact with each other. This is particularly evident in transformations learned later in the training process. Most erroneous tags are only altered by one transformation and their neighbours are not altered by transformations. Those that are altered by more transformations usually involve corrections to overly general earlier transformations that have been erroneously applied.
If some of the later transformations are not ideally suited to correcting an error it will make little difference to other transformations. Because the interaction between transformations is limited, changing the order of later transformations will not make much difference to the tagging accuracy.
Choosing Parameters to Evolve
To alter the templates during training we must have some idea of which transformations feature strongly as the training process proceeds. With this knowledge we can choose which template properties we can evolve during the training process. We have plotted three different template parameters based on the transformation list distributed with [4] that was learnt from the Wall St. Journal corpus. Figure 2 plot the number of transformations that match tags but not words in context. Simple and non-lexical transformations are used less frequently as the learning process continues. This suggests that allowing simple, limited information transformations at the beginning and then introducing complex transformations would not greatly reduce the tagging accuracy. Figure 3 plots the average extent of the transformation, that is, how far from the current word does the context extend to. This value seems to be relatively constant throughout the training process, which suggests that constraining transformation extent could considerably alter the tagging accuracy. From these graphs and further analysis of the 
Genetic Template Evolution
Another way of evolving templates is to modify templates that have not contributed to many learned or at least high scoring transformations. There may be other templates that are not currently available that may be more useful. The learning process could be more accurate if it can try other templates to see if they produce better results. Low scoring templates could be randomly modified by moving, removing or adding slots. It has been shown [14] that bad templates do not reduce the accuracy of the tagger. This alleviates the problem that the tagger relies on the user to provide it with a set of sensible templates.
